Celebration for the Establishment of the

**Bhagawan Arnath**

**Post-Doctoral Fellowship Endowment**

April 16, 2021 - 5:00 PM EST, 2:00 PM PST
via Zoom at https://emory.zoom.us/j/9018458396

Welcome.................................................................................Bill Doerr

Jain Prayers................................................................................Madhuben Sheth

Remarks of Appreciation - Department of Religion...............Ellen Gough and Maria Carrion

Remarks of Appreciation - Michael C. Carlos Museum..........Elizabeth Hornor

Remarks of Appreciation - Jain Society of Greater Atlanta.......Nilesh Shah

Remarks of Appreciation - Youth............................................Shrenik Shah

Remarks of Appreciation - JAINA.............................................Mahesh Wadher

Remarks of Appreciation - ALC-JAINA.........................Sulekh Jain

Response Consulate General of India.................................Swati Kulkarni

Comments from Donors......................................................Madhuben and Jagdish Sheth
Harshadbhai Shah
Jasvant Modi

Response from Office of the Provost and.........................Jan Love
Mary Lee Hardin Dean, Candler School of
Theology

Closing